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The Most Instragrammable Locations in JAMAICA
Jamaica has so many Instagram-worthy spots; it's hard to know where to start

Blue Mountain Peak

Explore the Glistening Water & Blue Lagoon

The trek up to the highest point on the island
definitely warrants a celebratory selfie! You
championed the cold and misty encounters with
changing ecosystems as you climb up, and now the
world deserves to know. Make a statement; begin
your journey before 2am to catch the glorious
sunrise for an even more breathtaking backdrop.
After this, your selfie game is sure to peak!

This locale is often known as “amazing” and
“unbelievable” natural wonder. As the natural
night-time’s attraction in Jamaica, Glistening
Waters' Luminous Lagoon is one of the most
incredible spots in the world. Do not hesitate to
disturb the micro organisms so that they make the
water glow and help you capture the moment.

Cliff at Sunset

The life size Bob Marley Statue

Caribbean is blessed with glorious sunsets and at
Negril, it becomes an event. The spectacle is so
stunning that it is a common practice of onlookers
to clap Mother Nature for her artistry. You’ll never
see another sunset quite like those from the cliffs
of Negril.

Dedicated to Bob Marley, is definitely a mandate
selfie spot for everyone who visits the shores of the
Caribbean. One cannot miss a panoramic shot of
the museum, with the Rastafarian flags and feel
the vibe of a true Jamaican.

WHAT'S THE ISLAND’s BUZZ? Reach Falls
& Dunns River Falls

Adventurous River Rafting at White River in
Ocho Rios

The equally stimulating as reggae, “Dunn’s River
Falls” is one of the national treasures of the
Caribbean, combining the land of rivers and water
springs. Equally spectacular, “Reach Falls” is home
to variety of birds, promising a memorable
experience and if you are lucky you might spot a
black and yellow billed parrot. It is a romantic
hideout with your loved one along with being an
adrenaline-laced activity.

Luckily, when you’re in the paradise, the selfie
opportunities come up constantly at White River
as you begin with your raft captain, the journey
starts with the scenic beauty of the valley and
then follows the upstream through the lush Jamaica
countryside. It will bring out the poser inside you.
Don’t forget to enjoy the ride while hearing the
murmur of the river and racing with the fellow
rafters.
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